
     Installation of accessory heads     Installation of accessory heads 
     on model BenchMixer Vortexers     on model BenchMixer Vortexers 
 
1. Grasp the Benchmixer™ with one hand and   1. Grasp the Benchmixer™ with one hand and  
    gently rotate the rubber cup head counter          gently rotate the rubber cup head counter 
    clock wise to loosen and remove it.        clock wise to loosen and remove it. 
 
2. Observe the bottom of the plastic mount on   2. Observe the bottom of the plastic mount on  
    the accessory head and align the slot on the      the accessory head and align the slot on the 
    on the bottom with the two flat areas on the      on the bottom with the two flat areas on the 
    mixer’s drive shaft and gently press down.      mixer’s drive shaft and gently press down. 
    The plastic mount should drop down and sit       The plastic mount should drop down and sit 
    firmly on the mixer’s shaft.           firmly on the mixer’s shaft. 
 
3. Insert the screw in the center hole and   3. Insert the screw in the center hole and 
    gently tighten with a Phillips screw driver.      gently tighten with a Phillips screw driver. 
 
4. On the 3” round FLAT head, remove    4. On the 3” round FLAT head, remove 
    the protective paper from each of the tape       the protective paper from each of the tape 
    strips to expose the tacky surface.  Then       strips to expose the tacky surface.  Then 
    press the smooth side of the round sponge        press the smooth side of the round sponge 
    disc on to the plastic mount so that the       disc on to the plastic mount so that the 
    sponge firmly sticks to the plastic mount.       sponge firmly sticks to the plastic mount. 
 
5. Test the newly installed head at slow   5. Test the newly installed head at slow 
    speed before using it to mix tubes.        speed before using it to mix tubes. 
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